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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The findings and recommendations from the study are stated 
in three categories. The first addresses the decision to accept 
or reject the use of photologg•ng by the Virginia Department of 
Highways and Transportation; the second addresses the use of 
photologging in general; and the third concerns the operation of 
the photologging system. 

Department's Decision 

Findings 

io More than 20 states are using photologging in theim daily 
operations. These states have found uses for the technique 
in almost every area of operation in which the Virginia De- 
partment of Highways and Transportation engages. 

2. Because of the unavailability of an adequate viewing apparatus 
for the study, the potential extent of use within the Virginia 
Department of Highways and Transportation has not been defined. 

3. In recent months new cameras and viewers have been developed 
which have reduced the investment needed to establish a photo- 
logging operation. 

4,3 The first year's investment required to establish photologging 
•n the Department's Central. Office and all district offices is 
$I0•,228 for a 16mm system and $153,840 for a 35mm system,• This 
first-year investment is the amount of money that must be written 
o•ff if the program is discontinued after installation. However, 
if the program is fully adopted, the funds needed annually to 
maintain the system are estimated to be $66,728 for a 16mm 
system and $93,340 for a 35mm system. These estimates are based 
on. an assumption that all equipment and services for the program 
will be purchased. 

5. The film acquisition phase of photologging can be accomplished 
by a person given a short but careful training course. The 
overall cost of the technique can be reduced by transferring 
the film acquisition equipment from district to district to 
efficiently use personnel engaged in seasonal activi•ties. 

6. The Federal Highway Administration is presently conducting 
an NCHRP systhesis project aimed at defining the uses of the 
photologging technique in those states which have been using it 
extensively for the past few years° The project report will 
summarize the opinions of photologging technicians, researchers, 
and users in the field as well as those in the main office. It 
is hoped that this report will give a realistic appraisal of the 
technique. 
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Recommendation 

Since an NCHRP synthesis study is under way which will. enumerate 
and describe the uses of photologging by other states, and the equip- 
ment •hat has recently been developed is undergoing evaluation in a 
number of state and federal agencies, it is recommended that the 
Department delay any decision on establishing a system until t]•e 
results of this evaluation become available, probably .in June 1978. 

General Uses of Photologging 

The phase of photologging dealing with the acquisition and 
cataloguing of films is well established; however, much research is 
still needed in the uses of the photologo Specifically, attention 
should be given to how the technique can. be applied in the Depart- 
ment's data reduction methods, and to ways of making the photolog 
available to all who might benefit from ito 

Findings 

I. Many states are now using photologging in their daily operations. 
These states have cited the principal users to be divisions re- 
sponsible for the legal, traffic and safety, environmental, 
research, maintenance, management services, public relations, 
location and design, and right-of-way operations of their agencies. 

2. The use of a microfilm reader for analyzing the photolog films 
causes discomfort and consequently reduces the number of people 
who would use the photolog fileo 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that adequate viewers be acquired under a 

current study entitled "A Comparative Analysis of Various Methods 
of Photologging," in order to determine the use and benefit of the 
existing photolog to the Department° 

Operation of Photologging 

Findi_.ng s 

i. Photologging can be accomplished within the Department with 
little difficulty. 

2. The information requested from the photoiog thr•oughout this 
study has been related to the interstate, arterial, and primary 
road systems. 
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3. The estimated time needed to complete photologging of these 
road systems would be approximately two years, based on filming an average of 600 miles (960 km) one-way per week over 
about 25 weeks per year. The estimation of filming 25 weeks out 
of the year accounts for weather conditions, editing, and 
employee vacation, sick leave, etc. 

4. For roads requiring frequent maintenance, construction, etc., 
the photolog should be updated frequently. 

5. The need for updating may vary from•$.strict to district. 

Recommendations 

i. If a decision is made to adopt photologging as a routine data- 
gathering operation, the interstate, arterial, and primary 
systems ought to be filmed along with selected secondary roads. 

2. All road systems selected for photologging should be filmed at 
the beginning of the program; this will take about two years. 
After all selected road systems have been filmed to form an 
information base, selective updating should begin. 

3. A committee composed of representatives from those divisions 
and districts interested in using the photo log should set the 
criteria for updating each road system. 
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AN EVALUATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF USING PHOTOLOGGING 
IN THE VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORTATION 

by 

Daniel D. McGeehan 
Principal Research Analyst 

INTRODUCTION 

Photologging is the sequential photographing of highways or 
road facilities for the purpose of developing a file or library 
from which an operating or administrative unit of an organization 
can obtain dimensional, cultural, geometrical, geographic, and 
structural data. 

This method of obtaining data is used in at least twenty states, 
including all of Virginia's bordering states. Most of these states 
have documented that photologging has proven valuable in obtaining 
information for use in such highway activities as traffic engineering, 
safety, right-of-way acquisition, legal proceedings, maintenance, and 
location and design. However, since states vary significantly in a 
number of ways, the value of a photologging program for one will not 
necessarily be the same for another. In some states, for example, 
highway activities are highly centralized, while in others they 
are decentralized. A number of state governments bear the responsi- 
bility for the total road program, while others c6ncern themselves 
onl.y with the interstate system, leaving their political subdivisions 
the task of road maintenance within their respective jurisdictions. 
The degree of urbanization and the geographic size of the state will 
often make a difference in the uses to which the photolog can be 
applied. 

Consequently, in July 1974 the Research Council of the Virginia 
Department of Highways and Transportation, in coopemation with the 
Federal Highway Administration, undertook a study to determine if 
photologging could be used advantageously in highway and transporta- 
tion operations in the state of Virginia. The study was planned as 

a pilot project to determine (i) how the technique might be us"ed to 
enhance the Department's efficiency, and (2) the cost effectiveness 
of instituting and running a photologging system. 

VIRGINIA'S HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

The Virginia Depamtment of Highways and Transportation is adminis- 
tratively centralized and opemationally decentralized. The offices 
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of the commissioner, directors, division heads, and their staffs are 

located in Richmond. The operational activities are decentralized 
into eight construction districts,each of which is responsible for 
several residencies. 

The Department has direct and complete responsibility for the 
large majority of moads and streets in Virginia, including those in 
the interstate and primary systems, the arterial network, and the 
secondary roads system. In addition, the Department has partial 
responsibility for the urban system comprisingthe urban roads which 
are extensions of the primary system within municipalities, secondary 
streets within towns under 3,500, the secondary roads in Arlington 
and Henrico Counties, and approximately 6•.218 miles (9,948 kin) of 
other streets within municipalities 

The eight district offices Bristol, Salem, Lynchburg, Rich- 
mond, Suffolk, Fredericksburg, Culpepe•, and Staunton are re- 
sponsible for field activities which include maintenance, road design, 
materials, construction, environmental, quality and various accounting 
activities (see Figure i). 

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 

*DISTRICT ENGINEER 

Personnel 

Asst. District Engineer 
Maintenance 

Administration 

Equipment 

Traffic and Safety 

Environmental Quality 

Bridge 

Accounting 

Residencies 

[ 

Asst. District Engineer 
Construction 

Right of Way 

Survey Parties 

Location and Design 

Materials 

*Eight Distri,•ts ('xi.•i iz• the I),,l.)•lrtm(,zl. E•,,,h l)istri,;t has h,,r to six 

Figure I. Organizational chart of typical district. 
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PURPOSE AND 0BJECTIVES 

One of the major services that the Research Council performs 
fore the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation is to 
be constantly on the alert for new methods that will enable the 
Department and thus the Commonwealth to fulfill its obligations 
in the most efficient manner. The photologging data-gathering 
technique appears to be one of these methods. The purpose of this 
research is to determine the extent to which photologging can be 
applied in the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation. 

The objective o# the work reported here was to pilot test a 
photolog system in a specific area in Virginia. The pilot test 
was used to determine the potential usefulness of a statewide photo- 
logging program by comparing the cost of present operational methods 
with those incurred in performing the same operations with the photo- 
logging process. The evaluation included" 

i. An enumeration of the applications or uses of the 
model photolog program which result in the greatest 
benefits to the Department. 

2. A pricing of the program. This analysis included 
four optional systems for photologging. 

3. Recommendations concerning alternative methods of 
maintaining the photolog system. 

PROCEDURE 

Since the project was to be a pilot study with a possibility 
-i•ha.• the photologging techniques would not be adopted, a number of 
•ues÷•ions arose which are worth mentioning here, at least for the 
benefit of those agencies contemplating a test research project. 
these were" 

i. Should the filming be performed i:n-house, i.e. by the 
Research Council, or be contracted to a private firm? 

2 Assuming the work was to be accomplished "in-house" 
should the equipment be purchased or leased? 

3. What geographic area should be filmed? 

4. What types of roadways should be filmed within that 
area? 
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In resolving the first of these questions, it was decided 
that the work would be performed in-houseo In a meeting with 
representatives from the Federal Highway Administration, the 
Department and the•Researeh Council,it was recommended that 
the photographic work should be performed by members of the 
Council's research team. By direct contact with operations, 
the researchers would become acquainted with the field problems 
and would be able to guide Department personnel in setting up a 
photologging system if the technique were adopted. 

Next it was decided that except for the van and editing 
equipment, which were acquired from within the Department, all 
equipment would be leased. By leasing, a large capital investment 
in the study was avoided. This allowed the technique to be ob- 
jectively studied and provided flexibility to take advantage of 
innovations that might develop during the course of the study with- 
out regard for funds already invested in an established system. 

The Culpep•r District was selected as the pilot study area 
because it has a mix of urban and rural road types, and because 
of the interest expressed by the district engineer. 

Within the Culpeper District only the primary road system 
was to be filmed, because roads in this system experience a 
greater amount of maintenance and construction activity than do 
secondary or interstate system roads which, in turn• would create 
a potential need for the type of data produced by the photolog 
(see Figure 2). 

Once these four questions were resolved the work of photo- 
logging began. 
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EQUIPMENT 

Camera 

The equipment was leased from the Flight Research Co. of 
Richmond, Virginia, in accordance with the state of Virginia's 
bidding procedures. The leased equipment included a camera, 
control box, and needed installation accessories. The Flight 
Research 35mm Multidata Model 207 was the primary camera used 
for the project (for specifications see page 22). The camera 

was activated by an odometer pickoff• which converted the 
standard exposure rate of i0 frames per second cine to one 

exposure every 52 f•t. (15.85 m). 

Vehicle 

The camera system was installed in one of the Department's 
vans with no extensive alterations. Although different types of 
vehicles have been used in photologging it is commonly recommended 
that -the vehicle be one having no extended hood, and that it be 
equipped with. radial tires and air conditioning. The absence of 
the long hood allows photographs to be ta'ken of the road with a 
minimum of interruption and glare; the s•ability provided by the 
radial tires gives an accurate measubement of the mileage traversed; 
the air conditioning prevents film damage and minimizes driver 
fatigue. The van used in this study met these requirements with 
the exception of air conditioning; however, most filming was done 
in the winter and spring months and nO adverse effects were observed 
(Fi..gur•e 3 ) 

Figure 3. Photologging van with camera unit mounted. 
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Film 

The film used was Kodak 5247 Color Negative II, a relatively 
new film recommended because its emulsion enhances resolution in 
the photograph. In addition to this benefit, color film is a 
must for distinguishing details in photographs. For example, an 
oil spot on the road looks very much like a hole or bituminous 
patch when viewed in black and white, while on color film the 
difference is obvious. 

Negative film was used to allow two prints to be made and 
one negative to be retained for a historical record° Although. the 
negative film can be edited befor•e prints are made, which can result 
in significant savings, excessive handling of the negative could 
cause irreparable damage. For this reason all editing was done on 
the work print. 

Film Format 

The primary film format used in the project is depicted in 
Figure 4. This is the most popular form, with the data being in- 
corporated at the to.p of the film, an area that would otherwise be 
taken up by the sky. The data shown include the mileage location at 
which the photograph was .taken, the direction of travel, and informa- 
tion which was introduced by insertion of a "data slate°" Other 
formats investigated during the study are given later. 

Figure 4. Typical film format produced by the 35mm 
Model 207 Multidata camera. 
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Viewer 

There are a number of viewers on the market that can be used 
to study the 35ram photolog film. Most of them have the capabilities 
of forward and reverse motion, single-frame viewing, projection to 
a large screen, and a variable speed for controlling the number of 
frames projected per second. At the start of the project viewers 
which cost approximately $8,000 each and were recommended for 
reviewing the photologs were too expensive to be accommodated under 
the project budget. Consequently, a microfilm reader was used. 
However, this type of viewer lacks the capability to automatically 
stop each film frame and the continuous motion affects the person 
analyzing the film in much the same way as a rocking boat, i.e., 
it induces a type of motion sickness. 

Because of the lack of an adequate viewer the use of the photo- 
log film has been greatly reduced. 

PLANNING 

Vehicle Preparation 

The vehicle was checked each morning according to a conventional 
set of items on a checklist, e.g., gas, oil, and operational equip- 
ment. The accuracy of the mileage recorded on the photolog film 
was dependent on the tire pressure of the vehicle and was controlled 
by an odometer pickoff. Consequently, the accuracy was checked 
whenever possible against a measured mile on the highway before 
filming began. 

The camera was also checked against a checklist (Appendix I, 
Figure I-I) at the beginning of each filming day and after each 
loading. Information on factors such as direction, mileage, focus, 
and film footage count had to be reentered frequently, which 
necessitated use of the checklist at other times during filming. 

.FilmAng 
It was estimated that the filming of approximately 600 miles 

(960 km) of roadway could be accomplished in an average week with 
reasonably good weather. This estimate was based on using a 400 ft. 
(122 m) film magazine, filming between the hours of i0 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
(longer hours were observed in summer) and a traveling speed of 35 mph 
(56 km/hr.). The hours of i0 a.m. to 3 p.m. were used to avoid 
filming when the sun was at its lowest and 35 mph (56 km/hr.) was an 

average speed which would allow traffic to pass without interrupting 
the field of view. 



Normally the morning of the first day and the afternoon of the 
last day of the week weme used for reviewing the work of the past 
week and planning the work of the week ahead. 

The graphic logs (Figure 5) were used as a guide in all filming. 
With the aid of these logs one is able to pace the day's work and 
check progress while filming. Specifically the logs were used to" 

Accurately reset mileage when leaving one county and 
entering another (mileposts return to zero at county 
lines and route changes); 

check mileage agreement with logs according to various 
landmarks 

check the direction of travel; 

confine filming along roads within the state's responsi- 
bility (these are indicated by a heavy black line along 
routes) and 

eliminate duplication by photographing a route twice 
(the road was filmed and catalogued according to the 
lowest route number when more than one route was 
indicated). 

Routinely routes were planned for filming in a westerly 
direction in the afternoon to avoid poor lighting due to the angle 
of the sun° In theory this is logical; in practice roads change 
directions often enough to make this consideration one to be 
practiced but with the awareness that unuseable film may still re- 
sult from over,- or underexposure. 

To avoid excessive downtime from travel to and from filming 
sites and from the end of one •oad to the beginning of another, the 
following basic procedures were used" 

i. Those routes which w•re long enough to require a 
day or more to complete were filmed in both directions 
without the interruption of filming other routes along 
the way; these roads were the first to be:filmed. 

2o Shorter roads were photographed in a circular pattern 
when the termination point of one route was near the 
intersection and termination point of another route 
(see Figure 6, Routes 7 and 50). The purpose of 
photographing in this circular pattern was to gather 
as much information on as many roads as possible 
within the shortest time possible. 



Figure 5. Typical example of graphic log 
primary system. 

lO 

on Virginia's 
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In Figure 6 data could be gathered on Routes 50, 
7, and their connecting routes in a one-way 
direction in approximately the same time that 
information could be gathered on either Route 7 
or Route 50 in both directions. 

3. Other short routes which were not included in 
the circular pattern of filming were scheduled as 
fill-in routes. These• were most efficiently 
filmed when the planned schedule for a particular 
day ended early and the remaining time and film 
enabled the photolog team to film them on the 
way back to the base of operations. 

When the filming was •ded •or the day the termination point 
was logged using the graphic logs as a locator •. The following 
day's filming was started a tenth of a mile behind this location, 
•hich resulted in an overlap that was used to recheck mileage, 
compensate against possible film damage at the end of the roll, 
•.n.d to aid in editing. The daily log included information on time, 
county, milepost, driver(s) and problems (see Appendix I, Figure 1-2). 

Filming progress was shown and tracked by red lining (solid 
•[•,ine in Figure 7) all routes photographed on a map of the district° 
•f the resulting film from any route was questionable as a result 
•f overexposure, film damage, etc., the route was indicated by a 
h•i•ue l•ne (dashed line in Figure 7) on a map overlay and scheduled 
i•o• refiiming. The disposition of the film was also accounted for 
o:n the film locatom log form shown in Appendix I, Figure I-3. 

ii 



Figure 6. Circular pattern of photologging short routes. 
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Manpg_wer 

Photologging can be tiring and for that reason two men con- 
ducted the filming most of the time. However, for research 
purposes the photologging was conducted at various times by only 
one man. The result of the work indicated that in areas of high 
traffic volumes a two-man crew is essential. Most roads have 
too much activity for one man to conduct the operation efficiently; 
the number of mistakes is increased and a potential safety hazard 
is created. Nevertheless, a number of roads were filmed easily 
and safely by one man. The conditions under which one man could 
conduct the operation are" 

!. Basically rural roads with few intersections 

2. Very light traffic 

3. Few county boundary changes 
4. Road in good repair with few mountains or 

tight curves. 

Edit• i•ng 

The editing proc'edure was simple and equipment requirements 
were minimal. The two 400-ft. (122•m) negatives were sent to 
laboratories in Washington, D. C. for processing and printing. 
The processed negative was used to print two "best light" work 
prints. During the test project the negatives were processed and 
printed before editing; however, as mentioned earlier, a savings in 
processing could result from editing the negative before printing. 

The editing equipment consisted of a light table, editing 
lamp, magnifying lens, various size reels, winding apparatus, and 
a cold splicer. 

The processed prints were reviewed and each route separated 
into 100-foot (30.48 m) sections representing approximately 18 miles 
(28.97 km) of roadway. Each 100-foot (30.48 m) section was put on 

a reel and labeled with the following information" 

Route number and direction 

County name 

Milepost descending/ascending 

Date filmed 

14 



The reels were then catalogued and indexed in a card file. 
To find a film a user had only to look up the route number, which 
was indexed in chronological order; the county, indexed in alpha- 
betical order; and the segment of the road, designated by mile- 
post within the route. One set of the catalogued prints was sent 
to the Central Office in Richmond and the other was sent to the 
Cuipeper District 0ffice• the negatives were stored at the 
Research Council. 

V_i e_w_i_ n g ..S•t 9 t i o n s 

The viewing stations were equipped with a microfilm reader. 
This equipment proved satisfactory for short-term use but was 
unsatisfactory for any sustained use, which greatly limited the 
use of the photolog. 

PHOTOLOGGING USES 

To establish the uses of photologging a literature review and 
interviews with photologging users were conducted. 

The studies examined in the literature review cite numerous uses 
of photologging falling into almost every function of the Virginia 
Department of Highways and Transportation. Table i depicts the uses 
of photologging in terms of the division structure used in the De- 
partment (more detailed information is given in Appendix II). The 
uses of the photolog ,in some of the divisions depicted in Table i 
are discussed under the following subheadings. 

15 
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Table 1 

Use of Photolog by Other States 

Departments of the VDH&T 

Personnel 

Location/Design 

Secondary Roads 

Construction 

Public Relations 

Transportation Planning 

Programming & Scheduling 

Materials 

Environmental 

Maintenance 

Traffic & Safety 

Right-of-Way 

Management Services 

Legal 

Administration 

Research 

Calif 

X 

X 

Del. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Idaho N®Bo 
Canada 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Wash° 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Public Relations 

The information needed to answer public questions and official 
letters and to report on various projects could be provided in part 
by the photolog. The photo!og can be used to illustrate informa- 
tion at public meetings; for example, such as when the resident 
engineer must explain his budget for road improvements to a board 
of supervisors, the photolog can be used to illustrate his priorities. 

16 
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Transportation Planning 

The problems encountered in routing buses, providing right- 
of-way for bicycle trails, determining preferential bus lanes, and 
determining junctions for interfacing different modes seem to be 
numerous° The review of existing right-of-way could provide much 
of the preliminary data for establishing bus routings and bicycle 
paths. These data would include parking facilities, lane-change 
locations, passenger waiting stations, possible land acquisitions, 
dangerous locations, and preferential lane possibilities. 

Environmental 

The photolog possibly could be used by the Environmental 
Division in the preparation of environmental impact statements, 
training, controling outdoor advertising, and public participation 
in the planning process. Through the use of a photolog a review 
of the area surrounding a project could be made by personnel in 
the Central Office and thus allow elimination of expensive field trips. 
This review made in advance of the need for an impact statement could 
provide information regarding historical sites, schools, recreation 
areas, etc. Once the impact study has been started, recall of the 
information could be aided by the photo log. Since prints can be 
made from the photolog, these could be incorporated into the impact 
statement for aid in explaining the project and the evaluation re- 
sulting from the Department's review. 

Training 

The photolog seems to have a potential use for the training 
of personnel involved in writing environmental impact statements° 
Various projects and their respective impact statements can be viewed 
a•d studied by team leaders, va.r•.ous specialists within the d•,vi- 
z•on, f°eld personnel, and other agencies using the photologo This 
could be a t•oaining tool used to inform all personnel of omissions 
and possible problem areas in old statements as well as changes 
:•_• the law and Departmental expectations which should be accounted 
for in futu•e statements. By using the photolog, people in different 
•!ocations can communicate accurately by referencing mileposts and 
specific road characteristics• Through the review of projects with 
new employees, training relating to environmental evaluation can be 
carried on. 

Ou•door Advertising 

The photolog could be useful in establishing the distances of 
various signs, billboards, etc., from the right-of-wayo The photolog 

17 
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could not be used to obtain a completely accurate inventory because 
the Department requires accurate measurements in excess of 660 feet 
from the right-of-way, which in many cases the photolog cannot 
accomplish. However, the review of the right-of-way could narrow 
down the number of signs and billboards to be measured and thus 
reduce costly field trips. 

Public Involvement 

The use of photologging in connection with the public hearing 
has been discussed with many Department officials, and it has been 
concluded that the photolog could make the explanation of a project 
easier. The photographs would be less confusing than blueprints 
and could show needs for improvements on a level that the average 
citizen could understand. 

Maintenance 

Information concerning various field operations could be gained 
by the Central Office through a review of the photolog. This infor- 
mation could aid in the development of schedules and budget alloca- 
tions. The general information needed for inventories could also be 
gained. The photolog could not replace all field inspections because 
some features, e.g. guardrail and sign conditions, are subject to 
change within hours of the filming. 

Traffic. an_d Safet•y 

The applications of photologging in the areas of traffic and 
safety seem numerous. The applications best cited are those dealing 
with the standards developed in the Highway Safety Act of 1963o 

!963 H•hway__Safety Act 

Section 203 Rail-Highway Crossing 

The photolog has been used to inventory all public railway- 
highway grade crossings. The communications for decision making 
would be enhanced through a photographic inventory, not only within 
the Department but with the FHWA and railroad companies° 

Section 205 Pavement Marking Demonstration Program 

The photolog might be used to supplement the comprehensive listing 
of roads which qualify for the program being prepared by the Depart- 
ment. The. list includes eight factors" county route, average daily 
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traffic, termini, length, pavement width, estimated cost, and 
type of marking. The photolog can provide five of these factors. 
The type of marking and cost can be decided from these data, 
assuming the ADT is available. 

Section 209 High Hazard Locations 

The photolog could enable engineers to delineate normal inter- 
section accident locations from high hazard locations from a common 
viewpoint. Not only COuld the phot•log be viewed and discussed in 
a common location, but information on miles of the roadway before 
and after the accident location could be analyzed. 

Section 210 Elimination of Roadside Obstacles 

Because of the uniqueness of each location to be analyzed, 
highway traffic and safety engineers, field personnel, design 
engineers, and other personnel could review and analyze all designated 
locations. Once again the photolog could provide information for the 
roadway before and after these locations and reduce communication time. 

Additional Programs 

Under this general heading falls the development of a reference 
system for secondary roads. It would seem that the photolog itself 
would provide this reference system. 

It also seems possible that the photolog could cut the cost of 
gaining information for the graphic logs, which in themselves are a 

very valuable tool. Whereas the updating and maintenance of the 
graphic logs are funded by the Department's Traffic and Safety 
Division, a technique shared Department-wide could result in con- 
siderably reduced cost. 

Other activities of the Department's Traffic and Safety Division 
for which the photolog could possibly be put to use are the sub- 
standard bridge replacement program, traffic records, wrong-way 
driving, and the issuance of permits for the movement of oversized 
trailers and houses. However, the best judge of these applications 
is the division itself. 
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Right-of-Way 

Many condemnation cases get to the courts long after the 
property in question has been taken. From the time of the taking 
to the time of settlement, the land in question may increase or de- 
crease in value. For example, if a new road is constructed wh• •h 
•reatly limits access to conveniences such as shopping c•nters • 
recreational facilities, then the land value may decrease. On •-•e 
other hand, if the road constructed enables the adjacent landowner 
to sell his land for the construction of a shopping mall or high- 
rise apartments, then obviously the land v•lue will increase. The 
commissioners, those who must decide the fair value of the land in 
question, could be influenced by the existing land use. The photolog 
could give them a view of the land as it was when purchased as well 
as the land use pattern at that time for miles in several directions° 
Hopeful!y• this would result in an equitable settlement. 

Management Services 

Within management services "value engineering" is being carried 
on• and the data needed for the disposition of a number of the sug- ge•,•tions from Department personnel can be gained by use of the 
photologo For example, if schemes are suggested for decreasing the 
amount of paint or materials used on roadway signs, barriers or sim- 
ilar objects, the photolog would enable a review to be carried out 
to determine the number of items involved° Also the evaluation of 
field oper•ations could be supplemented by information gained by the 
photolog. 

Legal 

The legal areas in which the information provided by the photo- 
log could be used include situations involving the personal liability 
of highway officials and condemnation. 

Personal Liabili.ty o_f .Stat e H_i.ghw_.a..y Officers and Employees 

The complexity of the issues involved with the personal liability 
of Department officials goes far beyond the scope of this study. 
Nevertheless, there have been lawsuits against the state for negli- 
gence, and it is the finding of this study that the photolog would 
be helpful in defending against such cases. Specific issues which 
arise in these cases involve determining if there has been reasonable 
compliance with the maintenance of a given roadway. Were the need to 
arise, the photolog could show that reasonable care had been taken 
in the maintenance of a roadway. Often cases concerning the personal 
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liability of government officials would probably focus on deciding 
if the official was involved with a discretionary or a ministerial 
function. The distinction is not clear-cut, and again the subject 
goes beyond the scope of this study, however, the following quote 
sets forth the definition most favored by the courts° 

The liability of a public officer to an 
individual for his negligent acts or omissions 
in the discharge of an official duty depends 
altogether upon the nature of the duty to which 
the neglect is alleged. Where his duty is absolute, 
certain, and imperative, involving merely the 
execution of a set task, in other words is simply 
ministerial he is.liable in damages to anyone 
specially injured either by his omitting to perform 
the task, or by performing it negligently or unskill- 
fully. On the other hand, where his powers are 
discretionary, to be extended or withheld according 
to his own judgement as to what is necessary and 
proper, he is not liable to.any private person for a 

neglect to exercise those powers, nor for the conse- 

quences of a lawful exercise of them where no 
corruption or malice can be imputed. •I) 

The use of photologging as a communications tool could lessen 
the probability of error in translating the directions from a 
supervisor to a subordinate. Consequently, the chance of directions 
being misunderstood with a resultant negligent act would be lessened. 

Condemnation 

When a parcel of land is taken and then goes to condemnation, 
the time lapse between the taking and the hearing may be a number 
of months, possibly years. During the time lapse the. land may 
change significantly, which would either enhance the property beyond 
its value at the time of the taking or reduce the. ability of the 
commissioners to evaluate damages. In either case the resulting 
judgement could be inequitable. The use of the photolog could reduce 
the problem of assessing damage due to elapsed time. Photographs 
are now taken; however, with a photolog more in•ormation concerning 
surrounding roadways can be obtained. 

(1)Sherman 
and Redfield on Neglige.nce (3d ed.) Sec. 156 as cited in 

"Personal NCHRP Research Results Digest, A•gust 74-Septo 75, p. 6, 
Liability of State Highway Department Officials & Employees." 
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Many of the uses of photologs in the legal area depend on the 
admissibility of photographs as evidence; consequently, some re- 
search has been done on this subject and is reported in Appendix III. 

Summary 

The possible applications mentioned in this section of the 
report were noted in the literature review and a number of inter- 
views with users. The application ought to be attempted, where 
feasible, and the benefits calculated in actual operations. There 
are numerous other uses to which the photolog could be put and these 
should be explored. However, it is a conclusion of this study that 
the technique would be valuable if used only in traffic and safety, 
legal, right-of-way, environmental, and location and design activities. 

EQUIPMENT 

Cameras 

During the course of the study, two 35ram camera systems were 
used and a 16mm camera system was studied. The following paragraphs 
describe these systems. 

I. The Flight Research 35mm Model 207 Multidata camera 
shown in Figure 8 was the basic camera used throughout 
the project. The specifications, in part, follow. 

Exposure rate: 

a) i0 frames per second cine 
b) Manual option 
c) Modified to X frames per mile by odometer pickoff 

Exposure time" 1/500 of a second standard 

Lens" Honeywell Pentax 28mm f/3.5 lens with hood. Other 
lenses available. 

Data Chamber 

a) Display on top of frame 
b) Data slate for written information 
c) LED display for 5-digit mil.eage counter and 

direction indicator 

Automatic Exposure Control" Standard (AUTEX) 
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Figure 8. Flight research 35mm camera 
Model 207 multidata • 

This camera is operated through the Road-O-Graph control 
box shown in Figure 9, which was mounted between the driver 
and the passenger seats as shown in Figure i0. The control 
box has the following features" 

Power switch for operating 12v converter. 

Motor switch enabling drive motor on camera 
to be turned off to conserve power during 
standby operation. 

Cine-pulse switch that delivers single-frame 
exposure or filming at the rate of i0 frames 
per second. 

Camera-odometer switch that enables the 
camera to be activated every time the contact 
closure is made (52 frames per mile)/(52 frames per 
i. 609 kin). 

Odometer switch that enables count of pulses from 
odometer. 

Direction switch that enables the direction of 
movement (N.E.S.W.) to be printed on frame. 

Exposure indicator that lights each time a picture 
is taken. 
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End of film indicator that lights when film 
runs out. 

End of film alarm that gives audible alarm 
when end of film is reached. 

Mile-counter, 5-digit, each digit capable of 
being reset individually. 

Preset button for resetting mile-counter. 

Increase-decrease switch that enables the mile 
indicator to show direction in a 0 to 999.99 or 
999.99 to 0 progression. 

Footage indicator that shows film used. 

Autex switch that allows manual control of automatic 
exposure control. 

Improper light indicator that glows when there is 
unsatisfactory illumination. 

Improper.light alarm that gives audible alarm under 
improper light conditions. 

The film format that results was shown in Figure 4. This 
is the most common format used in photologging. The data are 
incorporated at the top, an area that would otherwise show 
the sky. This format results in a relatively large horizontal 
viewing area to accommodate filming of four-lane highways and 
adjacent right-of-way. 
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Figume 9. Road-O.-Graph control box. 

Figure i0. Control box and camera mounted in vehicle. 
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II. The Flight Research 35mm Camera •Model 835 {R•ad-O-Graph II. 
Some of the specifications for the Model 83• Road-O-Gmaph II 
camera system shown in Figures ii and 12 follow. 

Exposure rate" 

a) 6 frames per second• 
b) Manual 
c) Modified to X frames per mile by odometer pickoff 

Exposure time" 

a) Customer options 
b) 1/600 second standard 

Lens" Honeywell Super Takumar f/l.8 55mm with lens hood. 
Other lenses available. 

Data Chamber" 

a) Display on right side of format 
b) Data slate, for written information 
c) LED display for 5 digit mile count and direction 

indicator 

Automatic Exposure Control" 

a) Optional 

This camera is controlled through a slightly modified 
Road-O-Graph control box having most of the features of the 
control box shown previously in Figure 9. 

The Flight Research Camera Model 835 Road-O-Graph II is 
avail•able in two versions, full-frame and half-frame, with the 
only difference being the film format produced. 

The film format produced by the full-frame camera is typical 
of the format shown in Figure 13. 

This film format deviates from the conventional format which 
incorporates data onto the frame at the top or bottom by placing 
the data at the right side of the frame. This format reduces the 
horizontal vi•ewing area but increases the vertical viewing area. 

The half-frame camera is modified to expose half of the 
amount of film, resulting in a format depicted in Figure 14. 
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Figure Flight reseamch 
Road-O-Graph II. 

35ram camera Model 835• 

Figure Flight research 35ram camera Model 835, 
Road-O-Graph II with film cassette. 
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Figure Format from 35ram Road-O-Graph 835 (full frame). 

Figure 14. Format from 35mm Road-O-Graph 835 (half-frame). 
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III. The 16mm Photolog System 

The 16ram photolog system was not tested; however, parts 
of that system were studied, Specifically, attention was given 
to the camera, viewer, film and film servicing. The results 
show that, under appropriate conditions, the expenses involved 
for equipment and services in setting up a 16ram system would be 
far less than those involved in setting up a 35mm system. This 
fact alone makes the information on the 16mm system important 
enough to include in this report. 

The information on the 16mm system is not readily available 
primarily because the system is not as popular as the 35mm systems. 
The research has not determined that the lack of popularity is 
due to any inferiority of the system as compared to the 35mm 
systems. The research has shown that when photologging began 
the 16ram film did not produce the resolution needed; consequently, 
the development was focused on the 35mm film and equipment. How- 

ever, today the 16ram film has been improved to the point where it 
may accommodate all the information that is needed on the photo- 
log. Commonly the Bolex H or the Automax Cine-Pulse cameras are 

used in the 16mm photologging systems. 

Among the specifications commonly required in the 16mm 
camera system are the following. (2) 

Exposure rate" 

a) 2 frames per second cine 
b ) man'ua i 
c) modified to X frames per mile by odometer pickoff om 

distance-measuring instrument 

Exposure time" 

a) customer specification 
b) 1/400 second standard 

Lens 

a) f/l.6, 10mm 
b) others available 

Data Chamber" 

a) display on top of format 
b ) LED 

Exposure Control" Automatic is standard. 

(2)The data capabilities of a 16mm camera were based on those of 

the TECHWEST ROUTE SCANNER system. 
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0perato.r' s Con.trol Panel 

The operator's control panel provides controls and readouts 
for operation of the route scanner system. The control panel is 
mounted in an enclosure that also houses the odometer circuitry 
and the camera automatic aperture module. This enclosure normally 
is arranged for easy access by the driver-operator, if specified. 
The control unit is connected to the camera and. instrumentation 
unit through flexible cables. 

C•on_•trol.s an.d Displays 

Power" llluminated push-button switch that controls 
power to all parts of the system° 

2. 0dometer Controis and Display0 

a) Odometer Power llluminated push-button 
switch that controls power 
to the odometer circuits and 
control panel odometer display 
allows independent operation 
of the odometer. 

b) Count Mode liluminated two-position rocker switch 
up or down to control count direction. 

c) Preset Thumbwheel switches allow presetting of 
odometer computer to any six-digit number 
up to 999° 999. 

d) Load llluminated push-button switch to enter the 
preset number into the odometer computer and 
displays. 

e) Correction Factor- Thumbwheel switches that allow 
entry of a five-digit correction 
factor up to 4.0000 into the 
odometer computer, thereby making 
an accuracy of _+1/10% attainable. 

f) Clear llluminated push•button switch to clear the 
odometer° 

g) Test llluminated push-button switch to activate 
all segments of every digit within the two 
odometer displays. 

h) Distance Display Six-digit, seven-segment, red- 
light-emitting diode display. 
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3. Camera Controls and Displays" 

a) Pulse llluminated push-button switch to 
advance one frame. 

b) Cine Switch to advance camera at maximum r•ate• 

c) Load Switch to advance camera at maximum rate 
and inhibit (blank) data display. 

d) Frames Five-digit electromagnetic, totalizing 
counter to indicate the number of fi.lm 
frames used. 

e) Minimum Aperture Rotary switch to select minimum 
aperture off!5.6,8/8 and 8/ii 
for automati•c aperture module• 

4. Distance Interval Two-decade thumbwheel swi•tch to 
select distance between camera f•r•.ames 
from I to 99 meters (or from i to 
99 x 10 -3 miles if" measurement is in 
miles ) 

Film Format 

From inquiries it was learned that the 16mm systems have the 
possibility of affording three film formats similar to •hose dep•c•ed 
in Figures 15, 16, and 17. However, the only formats obtai•ned during 
the course of the study were variations of the one shown in Figure 1..5. 

The information that can be incorporated i•nto the 16mm format 
includes the mileage, direction, time, date, route, speedome<:er :•, 
compass (magnetic and gyro), roughness meter, grade indicator, trans- 
verse slope or crown angle, and magnetic data recorder- •unit based 
on TEC WEST unit. Table 2 summarizes the specifications fo• all. 
the cameras. 
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Viewems 

The viewer is a very important part of the photologging 
system° If the viewer is not easy to operate and comfortable 
to work with, the use of the photolog will be greatly inhibited. 

When this study was originated only one viewer, which was designed for use in 35ram photo analysis, was available. This 
viewer was not available for lease and was too expensive to be 
purchased within the funding limits of the project; consequently, 
a microfilm reader was used throughout the study. This reader 
did not pmove to be conducive to sustained viewing because 
according to all users it induced a sensation similar to motion 
sickness. 

Because a suitable viewer is an intrinsic component of the 
photolog system,viewing alternatives were examined. 

V__•an_•uard Motion Analyzer 

The Vanguard motion analyzer was one of the original apparatus 
used •for viewing photologging films° This viewer maintained its 
popularity mainly because of its excellent performance and because 
no suitable substitute was available until recently. As depicted 
in Figures 18 and 19, the analyzer consists of three parts, the S-13 
projection case, the model M-35 CF projector, and the S-I projection 
stand° 

The specifications for the Model-35 CF/SI projection head 
include 

Variable speed from one frame per second to maximum of 
24 frames per second 

Instant stop-start at any film speed setting 
Single frame advance, forward and reverse 

Miniaturized remote control un•.t on 12-foot cable for all 
modes of projection (3.66m) 
Film capacity 35mm x 360m (1200 ft0) 

Standard 3-inch focal length projection lenso 

Projected image approximately 0914m (3 ft.) wide at 3.05m 
(I0 fto 

Precision flicker!ess projection. 

The specifications for the Model-35CF/SI3 projection case 
include" 

Viewing screen 32.07 cm (1.2-.5/8 in.) x 37.15 cm (14-5/8 in.) 

Transparent scale, chart clips, and overlay sheets 

Rear projected image on 33 cm (13 in.) x 38 cm (15 ino) 
viewing screen 

Projection heads (16mm or 35mm) 

Interchangeable use of any of the projection heads 
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Figure 18. Projection head model-35CF and projection stand model S-I. 

Figure 19. 35ram analysis projector model M-35 CF with S-13 projection case. 
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NAC Analyzer 

NAC analyzems mcdels 160B, 350B, 700B have only recently been 
marketed in the U0 S. and therefore were not used by the researcher 
on this pmoject. Similar to the Vanguard, they have two components; 
the MC-OB projection case and the PH-350B (PH-160B or PH-700B) 
projection head. These are shown in one unit in Figure 20. 

The projector has the following specifications" 

Large diameter film drive sprockets that provide 
completely secure transport of film• 

Extra large mounting base collars for the projection 
head that assure accurate alignment and thus eliminate 
displacement errors. 

Lamp housing and PC electronics that are easily and 
quickly accessible. 

A mot•orized joystick drive for X-Y cr•oss hairs. 

X-Y coordinates that are roughly positioned manually. 
Large viewing screen that provides x23 magnification 
for 16ram film and xl0 for 35mm. 

Film Specifications" Monochrome and color, with perfo- 
rations on either one or both sides. Shrinkage of film 
must be less than 0.2% after development. 
Film Capacity" 16mm" 240m (800 fto) 

35mm: 120m (400 ft.) 
70mm: 300m (i,000 fto) 

Aperture size (standard) 16mm" 8 •2mm x 14o2mm 
(0.333 in. x 00559 ino) 

35mm: 20mm x 31.7mm 
(0.787 ino x 1.248 in.) 

Film running modes" 

a) 

b) 

70ram: 58mm x 58mm 
(2.283 ino x 2.283 in.) 

Auto-stop" Automatic sequential film advance at 
prese!ected frame intervals of i-I0 frames. 

Continuous" 16mm and 35mm variable from i to 2 
frames per second; 70 mm variable from i to 5 frames 
per second. 
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c) Film feeding direction" 
fore both continuous and 

d) Flicker-free projection 
film feeding mode. 

Forward and reverse 
auto-stop modes. 

at any speed of continuous 

Screen: Rear projection (can be. viewed in daylight) 
Magnifications: 16ram, x23; 35mm, xl0 

Measuring Range: 300mm (12 in.) for both X and Y axes° 

Figure 20. NAC Model 350B analyzer. 
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The specifications for these viewers include" 

Up to 800 feet •.(244 m)film capacity. 

Optional angle measuring screen easily attached to 
case with no special tools. 

Minimum readout scale of 0.05mm (0.002 in.) 

Cross hair (X and Y) driving modes" 

a) motorized drive by joystick for rough 
positioning 

b) manual drive for fine positioning. 

LED electronic counter for frame, X and Y axes, 5 digits, 
zero reset. Readout displayed in remote control box. 

Image rotated 360 ° by rotating projection head. 

Quick rewind mode. 

100V, 300 W halogen lamp, blower-cooled light source. 
Adjustable to minimize operator fatigue and compensate 
for over- or underexposed film. 

l15V 60Hz, 220-240V 50Hz input voltage (to be specified). 

Approximately 650VA power consumption 

NAC Projector 

The NAC Model DF-35 analysis projector also was recently put 
on the U. S. market and was not tested in the study. This projector 
is shown in Figure 21 with an optional polaroid adapter. 

Features and specifications for this projector include" 

Continuously variable speed from 0 to 32 frames 
per second. 

Stop motion, single frame and reverse actions. 

Sharp image of full frame area in ambient 
illumination° 



Large screen front projection. 

Polaroid photos can be taken while viewing image 
on rear screen. 

Remote control box containing projection speed/direction 
•nob, illuminated digital frame counter with push-button 
zero reset, and push-button for single frame advance/ 
reverse or instantaneous stop at any speed from I to 
16 frames per second. 

35ram film size 

120m (400 ft.) film capacity 

24.4him x 19ram aperture size 

75mm f 1.9 (standard) projection lens 

500-watt halogen lamp light source 

LED, 5 digits, zero reset frame counter 

100V (50/60Hz), IISV(60Hz), 220V or 240V, (to be 
specified when ordering); 700VA power supply 

Dimensions" 540mm, 530mm, 290mm (20-1/4 " W, 
21" L, ii-I/2 I' I.{) 

Weight" 33 kg (73 ibs.) 

Viewing screen" 270mm x 220ram, acrylic daylight 
(Approximately ii in x 9 in.) 

xll magnification. 

Polaroid adapter (optional) Model DF-PA405 

Polaroid film holder #405 

Polaroid Land film B/W-#105, Color #108 

Dimensions 200W. 250L, 400 mmH 
(7-7/8 in. W, 9-7/8 in. 15-3/4 in H) 

Weight 4.8 kg (10.5 Ibs.) 
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Figure 21, NAC Model DF-35 analysis projector 
and optional polaroid camera adapter. 

Vanguard •.Pr•.oj ect.or 
The Vanguard Model PL-35 photolog projector is a recent 

development in photologging and was examined and briefly used 
by the researcher during this study. The analyzer, shown in 
Figure 22, has the following features and specifications" 

Projection Speed" 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 8 and 
approximately 25 frames per second. The film can 
be stopped at any speed by depressing a push-button 
switch. Also there is a single frame advance 
capability. 

Film Direction" Forward and reverse; direction can be 
changed at any speed. 

Film Capacity" 35mm x 400 ft. (35mm x 122 m) maximum 
ANSIPH 22.93, PH22.34, PH22.139, PH22.36 perforated both 
edges. Film reel shafts have a s•uare driving shank with 
a keeper suitable for plastic or metal reels. When cores 

are used, an adapter is required. Adapter reels are not 
supplied with the projector. The amount of torque provided 
at the reel shafts may be adj•usted by a voltage control on 
the front panel. 
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Film Path" The direction of film reel rotation should 
be set up at the factory. This requirement is necessary 
because of the different standards of winding film on 
reels and the need for projecting a picture which has 
no "mirror image" reversal. A sample reel of film should 
be furnished for this purpose. 

Film Loading" One knob opens the film gate and all film 
keepers to provide fast and simple loading. 

Film Rewind" Forward and reverse through the film gate. 

lllumination System 300 with Focus Lamp. The lamp housing 
and projection aperture are air-cooled. A light intensity 
control is provided. 500-watt tungsten halogen lamp 
optinnal. 

Power: i15 _+ 5 VAC 60-HZ 550-watts. 

Projection Lens" 63mm focal length, mounted with image 
inverting prism. 

Image Size" •See Projection Capability. 

Projection Screen" See Projection Capability. 

Elevation Mechanism" The Model PL-35 35mm photolog 
projector has an elevation mechanism that provides an 
adjustment of picture height for wall projection. It 
can also be used for changing the angle of the viewing 
screen. 

Size and Weight" Normal 500 mm W x 613 mm H x 900 mm D 
(20" W x 24-1/2" H x 36" D) 

In Carrying Position 

500 mm W x 600 mm H x 500 mm D 
(20" W x 24" H x 20" D) 
Weight" 17 Ibso (7.7 kg) 
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Figure 22. Vanguard 35mm photolog projector, 
Model PL-35o 

Flight Research Road-O-Graph II Projector/Viewer 

The Flight Research Road-O-Graph II projector/viewer was used 
briefly during the course of the research (Figure 23). 

Viewing screen image 7-1!4" 
i0-i/2" (26.7 cm) wide. 

(18.4 cm) high and 

Projection image 4' (1.2 m) high, 
at 14 ft. (4.3 m) from screen. 

5'6" (1.7 m) wide 

Picture brightness control allows operator to adjust 
picture to any comfortable brightness. 

Conversinn from mode accomplished instantly within 
console by simple control adjustment; f•Im is not 
touched in operation. 

Flickerless viewing provided by shutter that blanks 
film image during advancing and reversing motions. 

Film reels up to 400' (.122 m) capacity accommodated. Fast 
forward and reverse mode allows 400' (122 m) reel to be 
rewound in approximately 5 minutes. 

Manual and motorized versions available. 
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Figure 23. Road-O-Graph II projector/viewer. 

L & W l_nternationa_l's Model 224-A Data Analyzer 

The L & W International's photo-optical data analyzer model 
224-A was used extensively for reviewing 16mm film prints as well 
as 16mm reductions of selected 35mm film during the study. It is 
similar to the one shown in Figure 24, modified by adding 1-2-4-6- 
8-12 frames pe r second automatic framing control. The specifications 
for this analyzer include" 

Flickerless at pulse rates of 1-2-4-6-8-12 
frames per second. 

Variable cine rates from 16 •to 24 fremes per secon•o 

Stop without loss of light. 

Frame by frame push-button control. 

Forward-reverse travel. 

Instant stop-start action. 

400-foot (122 m) film capacity. 

Hand-size control box offering option of at-machine 
projection or remote control. 

Frame counter. 
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Figure 24. L-W International's 16mm Model 224-A 
special projector. 

Summary 

The projector/analyzer specifications discussed above are 
summarized in Table 3. These viewers offer photolog viewing in 
16ram and 35mm formats at a price from approximately $1,300 to 
$9,000° 

The researcher has had experience with four of the units and 
found that all would be acceptable in a photologging operation. 
•here.fore, the main factors to be considered would be cost and film 
size. 
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SYSTEM COSTS 

This section of the report presents pricing schemes for the 
four basic photologging systems. Since "cost" is defined as "the 
outlay or expenditure (as of effort or sacrifice) made to achieve 
an objective," then it is possible that when the outlay for 
implementing photologging is compared to the outlay for achieving 
the same objective under the current metho• or methods the result 
may be a negative dollar figure, i oeo, photologging may result in 
a net savings. Consequently, the tables included in this section 
should be considered as input onlyo 

Systems Considered 

The four photologging systems for which costs were considered 
are" (i) the typical system incorporating the camera and equipment 
used by most states involved in 35mm photologging; (2) the i/2 frame 
system which utilizes a newly developed camera that produces a film 
format of the same width as the typical system but approximately 
1/2 the height; (3) a system that utilizes the typical 35mm camera 
whose output would be distributed to the district offices in 16mm 
prints; and (4) a typical 16mm system. 

used. 

Assumptions 

Throughout the calculations the following assumptions were 

io All personnel, equipment, and services were calculated 
as if they were obtained specifically for the project, 
even if they were actually transferred from within the 
Department for the project° See Appendix IV on costs. 

2. The life of all equipment was taken as six years, which 
could mean a one time replacement every six years or a 
yearly maintenance equaling repl•acement cost every six 
years. 

3. The increase in price of any equipment was considered 
to be offset by discounts •resulting from the bid procedure 
and amount purchased. 

4. Photologging was assumed to be done statewide on a one- 

way mile basis accomplishing 12,000 miles (19,312 km) 
each year. 
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5. The program would require several people throughout 
the year, some full-time and some part-time; however, 
the pricing scheme assumes that total personal serv±ces 
would equal three full-time employees with a salary of 
$15,000 each, including an addit•,ve factor. 

Cost Items 

Costs were calculated for each of the systems under two options; 
one assuming that a viewing station woul• be placed in the Central 
Office only, and the other assuming that stations would be placed 
in the Central Office and in the eight District Offices. 

The costs of the systems are broken down into equipment, film 
and film services, personnel, and maintenance (vehicle, camera, and 
projector). In general, the pricing categories were based, on the 
information given under the following subheads. 

Equipment 

i. Camera price includes all accessories and installation. 

2o Vehicle price includes air conditioning and radial tires. 

3. Viewers are those in the mid-price range° 

Editing equipment is based on an average price for 
minimal equipment. 

Film Purchase & Service 

i. Film purchase is based on the amount of film needed to 
accomplish photologging of 12,000 miles (19,312 km) o• 
road, per year. 

2o Processing is based on developing all filmo 

3. Printing is based on the need for one print in calculations 
for distr•bution to Central Office only and two prints in 
calculations for distribution to Central, Office and District 
Offices. 

Personnel 

Io Salary is based on three full-time employees and includes 
additive payments for various overhead items and benefits. 

2. Expenses are those incurred by employee for meals and 
lodging during photologging. 
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Maintenance 

i. Vehicle maintenance includes the cost of gas, oil, 
and general servicing and repairs. 

2. Camera and projector maintenance includes preventive 
maintenance as well as repairs. This cost is an 
estimated average and depends on manufacturer warranty. 

Table 4 shows the estimated increase in investment for estab- 
lishing viewing stations in each district over that needed to 
establish a station in the Central Office only. 

From the table it can be seen that 

io the most expensive system is the typical 35mm, the 
least expensive is the typical 16mm; 

2. the range of investment for the first year is from 
$153,840 ($12o82 a mile/S7.97 per km) to $102,228 ($8.52 
a mile/$5o29 per kmo) and 

3° the increase in investment in the first year for a system 
for the Central Offence and the districts is an average of 
39% as compared to ..... the investment for a system for the 
Central Office •only, and for the following years the average 
increase is about 10%. 

The additional •funds needed in the firs•t year for the Central 
Office and the districts (Col. 2 vso Colo 3) result from the pur- 
chase of additional viewers and one additional work print° For the 
second year the viewer purchase price is d•.opped but the price of 
the second work print continues. Consequently, the percentage after 
the first year is due totally to the purchase of the second work 
print. 

In Table 5 the investment needed to establish a photologging 
system in the Central Office and the District Offices is estimated. 
From observation of the table three factors stand out" 

io The capital outlay •r equipment is made in the 
first year. Maintenance costs are included to 
account for cont±nued operation° 

2. The cost of personnel is constant. 

3o The estimated cost for maintenance is constant. 
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The conclusions which can be dmawn fmom the infommation found 
in this study and the available pmicing data ape as follows" 

I. If it is determined that photologging should be 
used in Virginia, then the increased investment 
to expand its use to the districts should be made. 
The increased chances for use would help the 
technique pay for itself. 

2. The utilization of existing manpower could greatly 
decrease the investment needed to implement a photo- 
logging system. Consequently, it is concluded that 
if the photologging van were moved from district to 
district during slow work season• .the photologging 
system investment could be held toa minimum° 

EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS 

Camera .S•..stems 

The camera and viewing systems described in the previous 
sections were evaluated based on their potential use in the state 
of Virginia. It should be stressed that this evaluation was not 
meant to be exhaustive, but was tailored to the kinds of priorities 
that probably would be established in the Virginia Department of 
Highways and Transportation. 

In the evaluation, four camera systems were considered. 

i. The. typical 35mm photologging camera system marketed 
by Instrument Marketing Corporation, Techwest Enter- 
prises Ltd., or Flight Research Co. 

2. The 35ram camera recently developed by Flight Research 
used in full-frame format. 

3. The 35mm camera recently developed by Flight Research 
used in 1/2 frame format. 

4. A typical 16ram camera system marketed by Techwest, 
Instrument Marketing Corporation, or Flight Research 
Co. 

The criteria used in this evaluation included but were not 
restricted to cost, information output capability, field experience, 
simplicity of operation, and film fommat produced. Each cmiterion 
was given a rating on a scale of poor-fair-good-excellent-not 
acceptable-unknown. The criteria are discussed below. 
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Cost 

The costs of the camera systems installed run from about 
$6,000 to in excess of $23,000. Since Virginia is in the very 
beginning stages of photologging the evaluation was limited to 
basic camera systems. The typical 35mm and 16mm camera systems 
are in approximately the same price range and both are rated "good." 
The new systems developed by Flight Research are es-timated to cost 
approximately half the price of the typical 35mm camera system; 
therefore, these systems were given an "excellent" rating. 

Information Output Capability 

All of the camera systems evaluated have the capability to 
incorporate data in the film output. Some have a greater capability 
than others, but they all meet the needs of the basic operation in 
Virginia. Therefore their rating in this category is "excellent." 

Field Experience 

Field experience refers to the testing of the equipment under 
the demands of the photologging operation. Many of the cameras have 
performed excellently in different activities, however, their per- 
formance records in those activities should not be transferred to 
photologging, which is one of the most demanding activities in which 
a camera can be used. 

The ratings used in this study do not reflect a lack of quality 
in performance but a lack of experience with the camera in photologging. 
As experience is gained the ratings in this category may change. 

The ratings were based on" 

poor New camera with no claims by manufacturer 
in the area of photologging. 

fair The only claims were by manufacturer. 

good Satisfactory claims from manufacturer and 
some users. 

excellent Satisfactory claims from manufacturer, 
users, and satisfactory first-hand 
experience. 

The typical 35mm camera was given an "excellent" rating because it 
has been used with excellent results by other states and it gave 
trouble-free service throughout this project. The camera systems 
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recently developed by Flight Research were rated "fair" because, 
although they present a possible outstanding innovation in photo- 
logging, they have seen relatively little field use and their 
rating is based mainly on the manufacturer's claims. The typical 
16mm system was given a "good" rating on the basis of the claims of the 
manufacturer and agencies that have used it. 

Si.m.pli_city of Operation 

One-of the most attractive facets of the photologging technique 
is the ease with which an operator can be trained to efficiently use 
the photographic equipment. This ease of training implies that an 
operator can be selected from within an agency's work force. It 
also implies that the equipment can be moved from area to area so 

as to utilize personnel engaged in seasonal activities during their 
slack periods. Simplicity of operation therefore is a major con- 
sideration. Both the typical 35mm and typical 16mm systems were 
given a "good" rating because they were found to be easily loaded 
and operated. The new Flight Research camer•as were rated "excellent" 
because of their cassette loading feature, which eliminates possible 
operating problems caused by faulty film loading and possible light 
leaks caused by faulty magazine loading. 

Film Format 

The film formats produced by the cameras are different as was 
shown in a previous section of the report. In interviews with 
potential users of photologging in the Department and with people 
familiar with the technique in various agencies, the format pr•oduced 
by the typical 35mm system was preferred and therefore it was given 
a rating of "excellent." The other 35mm formats were given a rating 
of "unknown" because insufficient wor•k has been done with them to 
enable a judgement to be made. Little information r•elating to the 
use of the 16mm format was obtained because few agencies have used it, 
or it was in the experimental stage° This format was also rated 
"unknown." The above findings about the camera systems are summa- 
rized in Table 6. 
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Viewers 

The method of rating for the viewers was similar to that for 
the camera systems; that is, the categories rated were cost, in- 
formation output capabilities, field expe•rience, and simplicity 
of operation. Again, the ratings were based on the needs of the 
Department and were not meant as a general evaluation. 

Cost 

The Vanguard Model M-35 CF/S-I, the NAC Models 350B, and the 
NAC Model DF-35 are priced beyond the range considered acceptable 
for the type of photologging system considered in this study. All 
these models are sophisticated beyond the needs of the Department 
and the prices reflect this sophistication. These viewers were 
rated "unacceptable." 

The Vanguard Model PL-35 and the Flight Research Road-O-Graph II 
are in a price range that seems reasonable for photoiogging purposes, 
and these were rated "good." The L & W 16mm Model 224-A was rated 
"excellent", because it has the lowest price of any of the available 
photologging viewers and has the needed capabilities• 

Information Outp_ut C•apabilities 

All the viewers studied had excellent capabilities for pre- 
senting the information needed in analyzing photo!og films. These 
capabilities included the ability to frame the film as it is being 
shown. All have stop motion analysis features, and all have the 
capability of p•rojecting the photolog image on a wall, screen. The 
viewers were all rated "excellent°" 

Fiel d E•Xp e•ienc e 

The Vanguard Model M-35 CF/S-i and the L & W 16mm Model 224-A 
were both rated "excellent." They have a number of years of excellent 
performance documented .by other agencies coupled with trouble-free 
use during the present study° 

The NAC Models 350-B and Model DF-35 were rated "fair" along 
with the Vanguard PL-35 and the Flight Research Road-O-Graph Iio 
This rating reflects the claims made by the manufacturer or distrib- 
utor and the limited use in the field. 
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,S, implicity ,,,of Operation 

All the viewers were rated "good", except the NAC model 
DF-35, which was rated "unknowno •' All the viewers rated '•good •' 

have an easily accessible loading mechanism and controls which 
are clearly marked. The NAC model DF-35 has only been studied 
in the literature and therefore was rated unknown. The above 
ratings are summarized in Table 7. 

Table 7 

Summary of Ratings for Viewers 

Viewers 

Vanguard 
Model M-35 CF/S-I 

NAC Model 350B 

NAC Model DF-35 

Vanguard Model PL-35 

Flight Research 
Road-0-Graph II 

L & W Model 224-A 

Cost 

Not 
Acceptable 

Not 
Acceptable 

Not 
Acceptable 

Information 
Capabilities 

Excei!enr 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Good E•xce!lent 

Good Excellent 

Excellent Excellent 

Field 
Experience 

Excellent 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Excellent 

Simplicity 
of Operation 

Good 

Good 

Unknown 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Summary of Equipment Evaluation 

It should be stressed again that the rating system used was 
based on the potential use of the photoiog in the Virginia Department 
of Highways and Transportation and was not intended to give an indi- 
cation of the overall quality of the system,. 

Tables 6 and 7 show that the rat,•<ngs favor the typical 35mm 
camera. It should be noted that the categories of "fair" and "un- 
known" are based on experience. The cameras rated in these categories 
either lacked field use and documentation or the film formats they 
produce had not been used enough to permit an evaluation. In either 
case it is possible that favorable experience could convert these 
ratings to "excellent," which would result in. a more favorable rating 
for the two recently developed Flight Research cameras. 
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The ratings als• favor the Vanguard Model PL-35 and the 
Flight Research Road-O-G•ap.h •I viewers. Although the L & W 
viewer had a better rating•.•than the others, it is not compatible 
with a 35mm camera system and for that reason cannot be recom- 
mended. Either of the other two would be suita•bieo Therefore, 
while the ratings can change, the typical 35ram camera system is 
recommended for use at this time. However, if experience proves 
the Flight Research camera to perform as well, then considerable 
savings can be realized by using it to establish a system. 
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Appendix I 

Figure I-i Check List 

i Film properly loaded. 

Cover on film magazine. 

ASA set up properly, 

Lens set properly and locked. 

Take-•p• belt on film magazine. 

Lens cover removed. 

Punch footage indicator *(New roll only). 

8, Preset odometer L.E.D. 

9. Set direction indicator. 

i0o Punch preset button, calibrate up and back. 

iio Data slate in place. 

12. Power Switch on. 

Motor Switch on. 

13o Windshield clean. 
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R-360 Figure I-4 

Location of Film 
Being Processed- 

•oli No,: Route No. No Ft. -Date sent Date Returned 
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Appendix II 

Photologging Uses in Other States 

idaho 

The Idaho photolog experience is reported in The Idaho 
Photolog Syst•em, 1972o The system is used in conjun•'tion wi'•h 
aerial photographs of the state highway system to provide needed 
roadway information in compliance with the Federal Highway 
Safety Standards promulgated in the National. Highway Safety 
Act of 1966 as described below. 

Standard 309-- Identification and 
SurVeilla•nce 0f Accid6<nt L0cati6ns 

The photolog provides a visual recomd of highway facilities 
that enables Department per•sonnel to identify problem locations. 
It also provides data necessamy for anai.yzing the comparative 
hazards of particular locations• the contiguous, land use, the road- 
way features and surface conditions• and maintenance deficiencies. 

Standard 313-- Traffic Control Devices 

The photo!og supplements the computerized inventory of 
traffic control devices° It is used specifically to correlate 
traffic control devices to" 

I. Sight distance restr•ictions, 

2. railroad crossings, 

3. structures 

4o sharp curves 

5o character of roadway, 

6. roadside development, 

7. approach roads, and 

8. inherent hazards in the control device. 

Ii-i 
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Standard 310= Traffic Records 

The photolog is used to fulfill partial 
this area by providing highway characteristics 
and traffic control devices from StandaPd 313o 

responsibility 
from Standard 

in 
309 

St andar_d_ .•3_i 2_•, _H i.ghwa• _De s i gn..• C6nstruction and Maintena•ce 

The photoiog provides infor:mation in this area 

Study highway accident locations 

2o inventory roadway geomezrics and trafi•ic 
control devices, 

3. determine driver sight distance, 

evaluate highway suf:ficiency ratings, 

review highway encroachments• 

evaluate pavement and Poadside desi.gn, 

correlate skid •esistance measurements with 
roadway features• and 

provide historical, records• 

Standard 308-- Alcohol in Relation 
t o•H• g h • a y• a_f,e t•y 

The photolog provides data for re!aring highway 
data and citation information relative to the Alcohol, 
Program to the investigation of specific occurrences 

accident 
Safety Action 

The Idaho study suggested that possible other uses were in 
the areas of billboard inventory• speed zoning .<•,tudi.es, andscaping 
studies• court actions, project design, road mileage inventory, 
right-of-way encroachments• and access permits° 
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California 

In the study titled _The California Photologging _System 
, July 1972, the following areas of•ap•i'ic'ation for the photolog 

techniques are cited. 

Gathering data for intersection evaluation, such 
as signals, lighting• channelization, medians, 
islands, curbs, stop signs, and pavement markers° 

Providing data fore legal cases. 

Reviewing fatal accident scenes 

Managing manpower° The districts are able 
to communicate with each other while viewing 
identical photography° This results in 
"farming out" of the workload from district 
to distr•ict 

Obtaining additional information when pro- 
jects are along existing alignment. 

Answering miscellaneous correspondence 
relating to roadway conditions and signing. 

Reviewing sites quickly befo•re issuing en- 
croachment permits. The photoiog is used to 
aid superintendents in reviewing road condi- 
tions with their foremen° 

Familiarizing management personnel with 
specific locations brought to their atten- 
tion by district reports, private 'citizens, 
and the legislature. 

Checking compliance with the nation's Highway 
Beautification Act. 

i0o Determining pavement wear rates by type and 
location° 

California's principal users are administration, 1%; claims, 
2%; design• 10%; operations, 5%; planning, 12%; right-of-way, 2%; 
and traffic, 68%. Added to these users are nonstate groups such as 
city traffic engineers• county road supemvisors, outdoor advertisers, 
private traffic researchems, and claims adjusters for insurance 
companies. 
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Delaware 

A January 1974 repor,<• Photoiog.gi, ng in Delaware, 
enumerates i0 areas of use for the photo!og system° 

i. Accident Investi_gatiom, The photolog is used 
to determine what characteristics of the road- 
way may have contributed to giver: accidents. 

2. Inventories. A method of measuring right-of- 
way, pavement width and shoulder width has been 
developed with accuracy to wi,•.bin • 0°5 foot° 
However• curves either horizontal or vertical 
have caused problems and methods are being 
developed to solve those problems. 

3• Project Design° When project is constructed along 
an exi•S"ting alignment• inform, marion can be 
obtained from the photologo 

4. •egal. Precise pictorial data will be avail- 
able for a claims action or any court case° 
Conclusive evidence is provided by the photo- 
log system. 

5. Administration° Questions fr•om citizens, iegis- 
iators• offmcmal correspondence, etco are, answemed 
with aide of information gained from the photologo 

6. Maintenance. Existing r•,oad and roadside con- •-i-T:ions 
as determined by viewing the photolog 

file can be used as a guide in scheduling man- 
power and equipment allotments° 

7. Materials and Research Lab•, Over a period of •-ears -•, s-tud•es o• apparent pavement wear can be 
made° 

8o Right-of-Way• Quick estimates can be made of the a•ddiT-i-••i:ri--ght-of-way required for a road improve- 
ment project. 

Development Review, The impact of p•roposed 
entrances onto public highway can be quickly 
assessed. 

I0o Junkyard and Billboard Comtrolo An analysis of 
the compl•a •°• • bmimty w•,th 3unkyard and billboard regu 
lations can be made, 
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Washington 

A 
possible 

1973 report entitled Pho•to!.o.ggin.g 
uses of photologging. 

System lists 20 

i. Accident location identification. 

2. Evaluation of high accident rate locations. 

M•intenance considerations and general inspection. 

Sign locations and effectiveness. 

5.. Sight restrictions at intersections° 

6. Evaluation of existing routes for construction 
program reviews. 

7. Traffic analysis, for indication of traffic 
generators and access points. 

8. Establishing origin and destination interview 
locations. 

9. Before-and-after construction highway condi- 
tiono 

i0. Tort claim cases. 

ii. Geometrics. 

12. Confirming county road and city street names. 

13. Traffic signals. 

14. Relocation of historical monuments. 

Railroad protection° 

16. Landscaping. 

17. Cartography. 

18. Billboard control. 

19. Evaluation of right-of-way for bicycle route 
consideration. 

Evaluation of roadside spmaying program. 
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Soicie_ty Jo_fl Ph_°_it°_•-OP•!c•.a.l Ins,tr••en_tatio._ n Eng ineers 

The Proceedings, Volume 37, resulting from the April II-12• 
1973, meetlY-g-of •h• •ociety is a very useful source of infor- 
mation on photologgingo At this mee•ting• the P•rovince of New 
Brunswick's Department of Highways listed its uses under seven categories- all branches, traffic, maintenance, construction• 
planning, public relations, and district offices. Under "all 
branches"• uses were listed as" 

(a) Viewing of general condition of pavement 
shoulders• striping, guardrailso 

(b) Compiling a historical record of changes 
over a period of time° 

(c) Compiling a r•ecord of the highway system 
to facilitate or expedite management deci- 
sions in such fields as public relations, 
legal actions• accident cause evaluation° 

(d) Assessing driver-reaction to road conditions 
remote from headquarter•so 

(e) Studying road geometries by use of a mathe- 
matical grid overlay° 

Under traffic the uses were 

(a) Inventorying location and condition of traffic 
control devices, e.go• signs• signais• posted 
speeds, channelization and parking areas° 

(•) Viewing of reported accident sites for ade- 
quate signing, posted highway speeds VSo road 
banking on curves, etc. 

(c) Detecting possible confusion from multiple 
signs at intersections. 

(d) Assessing adequacy of sign and road lighting° 

The uses under maintenance were 

(a) Study of roadside development, i oeo suburban 
ribbon development• road access• brush controi• 
etc. 

(b) Study of pavement deterioration, par•ticularly 
if selected spots are photoiogged several times 
over a suitable period° 
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(c) Study effectiveness of various landscape 
designs° 

(d) In special areas• monitor effectiveness of 
snowplowing• i.e. plowing speed versus 
efficiency° 

The uses under construction were" 

(a) Estimating costs of repair or reconstruction 
in deteriorated areas• Assessing cost of 
construction of minor improvements such as 
tourist lookouts and truck pull-offs and 
rest areaso 

(b) Estimating damage due to natural causes. 

(c) Recording construction in progress on streets 
in new housing subdivisions. Summer and fall 
conditions kept on record to determine the 
point in time when Donds may be released to 
contractors 

The uses in the planning area were listed as" 

(a) Determination of most economical method for 
improved route using existing road° 

(b) Estimation of improvement costso 

(c) Location and costing of up-hill passing lanes° 

In public relations four areas were cited as follows- 

(a) Illustrate highway problems and dangerous 
practices 

(b) Show '•before and after" conditions in pres- 
entations on highway development° 

(c) Provide justification for suggested highway 
changes° 

(d) Provide internal information to answer inquiries 
or complaints from the public. 

The uses in the •district offices were not specifically listed 
but in general stated as judgment in building applications, entrance 
investigations• and clarification of instructions between head- 
quarters and districts. 
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U. S. Forest Service 

The U. S. Forest Service reported on its experience in 
the Southern National Forest. The uses were listed as road 
system inventories, sign inventories• visibility and location 
studies, inventories for transportation system modeling, in- 
ventory of road conditions, landscape management and design, 
map coordination, road design training aids, aid in conducting 
public hearings, answering official and public inquiries, and 
location and design of information signing• 
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Appendix III 

Admissibility of Photologs as Evidence 

INTRODUCTION 

A survey of the state Code and case law uncovered neither 
statutory nor common law rules precisely on point° However, by 
analogy to general rules on lega.l photography in Virginia and 
around the country, the conclusion may easily be drawn that photo- 
graphs are evidence equally as admissible as plats or surveys to 
illustrate and clarify testimony. Photologs should pass the 
fundamental tests of authenticity and r•elevancy even more easily 
than ordinary photographs° Once the photo!ogging procedure is 
estabiished• and the courts ar.e informed as to its import and 
effectiveness, duly authorized photologs should be deemed competent 
and, in some cases• conclusive evidence in courts throughout Vir- 
ginia. 

VIRGINIA CODE PROVISIONS ON PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 

The only codified provisions for the use of photostats 
from the Virginia Department of Highways as evidence pertain to 
the admissibility of copies of driving records° Recognizing 
that the Department and the Division of Moto• Vehicles keep their 
records ".o by electronic media or by photog•aphic processes 

'• the General Assembly has ruled that a copy of such a 
record• attested by the bureau's officer-in-chief, is always 
admissible in place of the original evidence. Vao Code. Ann. 
Secso 46.1-34• 46.1-413, and 8-.266° 

0nly two sections in the Vir•ginia Code specifically men- 
t.ion the issue of admitting photographs as evidence. One con- 
cerns pictures of abused children, the other snapshots of stolen 
merchandise° The very existence of these provisions does not 
necessarily call for similar legislative sanction of photologs 
as competent evidence, however. The sec-•ion on child abuse in 
essence addressed the problem of taking photographs on X-rays 
without the permission of a parent or guardian. Va. Code Ann• 
Sec. 63ol-248o13. 

The shoplifted goods section is more concerned with 
complications in breaking the chain of custody than in sub- 
mitting photos into evidence. Vao Code Ann° Sec0 19o2-270oio 
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A new California law on eminent domain proceedings• reputedly among 
the most progressive in the nation• authorizes the photographing of 
the property to be acquired upon extrajudicial request, without a 
showing of "good cause", which is normally requiredo Yet the Cali- 
fornia code nowhere mentions the admission of the developed prints 
into evidence° Since the Department is concerned with the mechanics 
not of taking pictures, but of getting its photologs accepted by the 
court• the common law, not the Virginia Code, will. hold the answer 
to the admissibility question. 

Common Law Issues Rela_ting to Admissibility of Photologs as Evidence 

Champions of legal photography in general praise its effective- 
ness in clarifying testimony and in illuminating history° Some have 
called the. use of photographs in the courtroom '•o..the most signifi- 
cant contribution to the fact-finding process since emergence of the 
testimonial witness" (i)" for photographs may solve many problems of 
conflicting testimony. 

By thus reducing the warping effect of time and human 
memory, we avoid confusions and uncertainties that arise 
'•from the want of coincidence between accounts of the 
same occurrences by different eyewitnesses; arising some- 
times from imperfect memory, and sometimes from undue 
partiality for one side or the other". (Thucydides, c.460- 
400 B.C )(2) 

In negligence actions turning upon some highway defect• for 
example, a dated photolog identified as an accurate depiction of the 
scene of the wreck might be determinative proof that the road was in 
fact in reasonable repair at the time of the accident. In eminent 
domain hea•r'•ings, a certified photolog would be indispensable in fig- 
uring just compensation• especially in actions tried after the property 
h•s been taken° To have its photoiogs certified as evidence, the 
Department must convince the court that the pictures are authentic 
and relevant to the case° The admission is within the trial judgers 
discretion° Of course thereafter "the question of what weight should 
be given to a photograph.° .is a question for j•r(y to be determined 
by the tests used in weighting other evidence o•) 

As far as passing 
the authenticity and relevancy hurdles alone is concerned, there would 
seem to be no reason why official photographs would not be certified 
as easily as any map, survey• or diagram. The superior illustrative, 
and in consequence, persuasive powers of a photograph over a plat need 
no lengthy explanation. 

I. The Authenticity Test 

"Parties offering photographs must show by extrinsic evidence 
that such pictures are true and accurate representations of the 

*numbers in parenthesis indicate references. 
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property that they purport to portray'•o(4) There is no requirement 
in Virginia that the photographer be swomn in as a witness. "All 
that is necessary is that the photograph be identified'•o Lawson v. 
Darter, 157 Va. 284, 288, 160 SoEo 74 (193i), citing S•encer Vo L•o•e•, 116 Va. 767, 82 S.E. 745 (1914)o (In each of these cases, 
non-current photographs were admitted into evidence o) Verification 
may be established by any competent witness, ranging from persons 
familiar with the depicted scene to register•ed professional engi- 
neers. 

(5) State troopers have verified photog•aphs in cases of 
record in this state. Venable v• Stockner, 200 Vao900, 108 So E. 
2d 380 (1959). Given, •••sting copies of driving 
records are routinely admitted as evidence, (see supra, po 
official photologs should meet with no certification problems, 
particularly after the effectiveness of th±s pictorial cataloguing 
system become more widely known• 

±f the photologs are submitted in moving picture sequence• 
they will in all likelih.ood be admitted as easily as still shots° 
Courts in some states seem to r•.equire more au•hentication for a 
movie than for a photo• however° In the absence of precedents in 
Virginia, it might be advisable to inolude facts about the circum- 
stances under which the log was taken and developed and projection 
instructions, as well as the normal testimonial sponsorship by a 

person who was present at the time of ta•ing the film, or by the 
bureau chief who can identify the film as an accurate depiction•(6) 

I!o The Relevancy Test 

Authenticity having been established• a fundamental and more 
difficult requirement remains to be satisfied° To establish a 
photo•og's relevancy• the moving party must show the picture's 
connection to the facts and circumstances which were obtained at 
the time of the accident• In generai• photographs are deemed to 
have a material bearing upon the issues of the case only if they 
assist the jury in understanding the case or ai• a witness in 
explaining his testimony. (7) "The determina•ion of the relevance 
and materiality of a photograph is !eft to the sound discretion of 
the trial judge"o Am. Jur. Evidence, Seco 729, cited in WFi_gh_t 
vo Ke!l_•, 203 Vao 13-5,--i4• 122 SoEo 2d 670 (1962)o 

Photos taken after or before a wr•eck• in the case of a 
negligence action, or after or before •:he v•iuation date, in 
eminent domain proceedings• are admissible only so. long as the 
scene is the same as or very similar to, •he road condition at 
the relevant time. (8• Any discrepancies between the picture and 
the site on the day of either the accident or the valuation should 
be pointed out in an accompanying statement° (9) For example, in 
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one Virginia case arising from the collision of a car and a 
tractor-trailer, photographs of the road taken three months 
after the accident were held to have been properly admitted, 
because the state trooper who had investigated the accident 
testified that despite the picture's lack of timeliness, the 
highway looked identical, and the skid marks shown on it were 
"of the same type" as those made by the trailer•s broken 
wheel. Venable vo Stockner, ?00 Vao 900• 108 SoE. 2d 380(1959)o 
Another, "st•'l• m6re dramat-ic diver•gence was •etween the site 
of a summer wreck and a winter scene in the evidential photo- 
graph. This summer-winter anachronism was the basis of appeal 
in Saunders v. Bullock, 208 Vao 5519 i59 S•Eo2d 820 (1968)o 
 here agaln the trlal •udge s •'uling was upheld due to a state 
trooper's accompanying testimony as to the width of the road 
shoulders at the place of the accident• the snow-free state 
of the road at the time• and the lack of any distortion of the 
actual situation due to the snow in the photograph itself. 
Finally• t•heme is an eminent domain case of record in Maryland 
in which 

photog•aphs taken of the property nine months 
before the date of condemnation were held to 
be relevant to the issue of the case and so 
admissible even though improvements had been 
made on th'e property.::•between the dates of photo- 
graphing and valuation. Such pictures became 
relevant through the accompanying testimony of 
wi•nesses and other evidence that indicated 
what improvements had been made on the property 
since the date of photographing and what condi- 
tion the property was in at the time o2 valuation. 
Hance Vo State Roads Comm'n, 221 Mdo 164, 156 Ao 

There are several recorded instances in Virginia of photo- 
graphs being rejected either because the scene was not accurately 
portrayed• or because the shot seemed calculated to arouse the 
sympathies or prejudices of the jury° See Virginia Ryo Coo v. _Hi•l_!s•an• 162 Vao 359• 173 SoE. 503 (i934)]-••mffnkie,, V7 Davis,, 
iii Fo 2d 925 (Vao• 1940); and Major voHoppe, 209 Vao 193, 163 
S.E. 2d 164 (i•68)o In Hillsma•n, supr____•, a photo showing the 
accident scene three months after a wreck was excluded because 
road conditions had materially changed° in •n_k!__•e, supra, a 
movie was introduced to show how far away the defendant's approach- 
ing car should have been visible to the injured plaintiff° The 
judge excluded the evidence because the winter foliage in the 
movie enhanced highway visibility, thereby distorting the material 
fact which was purportedly shown• In Hopp___•e• supra., an aerial 
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photograph failed the •elevancy test since it neither accurately 
nor instructively depicted the road at issue° A Virginia ease 
involving a prejudicial photo was Wright vo Kelly, 203 Va• 135, 
122 S.E• 2d 670 (1972). There. a snapshot of a handsome child 
taken five m•nths before his fatal accident seemed designed to 

arouse the jury's sympathy, and hence was held •o have been 
improperly admitted. The Wright court approved the American 
Jurisprudence rule relative to the introduction of photographs 
• nto evidence• which in part reads" " •A photograph Which •s 
entirely irrelevant and immaterial to any issue in the cause (sic), 
and which is of such a character as to divert the minds of the 
jury to improper and irre!evant cons±derations should be excluded 
from the evidence•' " 20 Amo Jut. Evidence, Sec. 729, cited in 
Wright, su__u•, 203 Va. at 141. 

Attorneys attempting to int•.oduce photoiogs into evidence 
should have little trouble avoiding th•s •dive•sionary-irrelevant 
photograph • pitfall• The perti•ency •,•±• t•he photolog will be patent. 
If, as was mentioned earlier, t••e p•oto is accompaine• •by a state• 
ment of any discrepancies between •he picture and •the road condi- 
tion on the relevant date• admission into evidence is near]•y 
assured. 

The final conceivable objection which might thwart admission 
of a photolog is that the jury might have seen the site in ques- 
tion• thereby obviating the need fo• photographic eviden.•ceo A 
prior viewing by the jury was <:he reason given, for the rejection of 
photos in Hill vo Lee, 209 Vao 569, 166 SoEo 2d 274 (1969]o Again, 
though, th•s a matter .].iscretionar•y with the trial judge° The 
weight of precedent in Virginia would seem to allow a jury both to visit 
the scene and to deliberate later ove• photogr•aphs thereof. Lam- 
bert vo Jenkins• 112 Va. 376, 71 SoEo 7i8 (•[9•i); McGowan vo 

Jen---•ins, 
144 Vao 358, 132 S.Eo 316 (1926)o in stlii, l other cases a photo 
alone has been held to be sufficient, or• as the court remarked, 
to make it "oo.unnecessary for other proof• though t:here was other 
proof In Mart in v. Commonwealth, 184 Vao i009• i022, 3'7 S oEo 2d 
43• we said" .-••.An authentic photograph shows no mor•e than would 
be disclosed by a view of the object itself. " Newberry v. Common- 
wealt•h• 191 Vao 445• 455• 61 SoEo 2d 3i,8 (1950). 

In conclusion, it is worthw•).ile •o note the evidential value 
of a photograph as compared to other, visual aids° Plats and sur- 

veys• for example, are usually entered not :independent:iy• but as 
illustrative of other testimony° (ii) Photos are not considered 
proof positive of a highway's perfect condition, ore. of a property's 
value, but their evidentiary independence gives them special strength, 
and their faithful accuracy, special weight• during a j ur•y's 
deliberations° Newberry, supra, i9! Vao at 455o For the defense 
of a negligence •c-t-i6n• or dur•:•,'--•--•ng •:he co!•rse of condemnation hearings, 
photographs often prove invaluab!e• it would be difficult for the 
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Department to find more persuasive evidence, either of its 
observance of reasonable maintenance standards or of any condi- 
tions affecting the value of the property in question. And 
once the efficacy of this cataloguing system is established, 
there should be no problems in seeing a photolog admitted into 
evidence in almost every case. 
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Appendix IV 

System Costs 

Table IV-I 

Typical 35mm System 
Central Office Only 

E_quipment 
First Year Investmen• Oper, ating Costs for 

following years 

Camera $16•000 

Vehicle 7,000 

Viewer 4•000 

Edit° Equip° 1,500 $28•500 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 14,080 $14 080 

Processing 5•760 760 

Printing ii 200 31 040 ii 200 $ 31 040 

Personnel 

Salary 45,000 459000 

Expenses 5 •000 50 •000 5,000 50,000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 6OO 

Camera & Viewer 250 850 250 850 

Total $110,390 $8l•890 

Cost/Mile $9,20 $6°82 

Cost/Km $5 '72 $4° 2 4, 
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Table IV-2 

Typical 35mm System 
Central Office and District Offices 

First Year Investment Operating Costs for 
Following Years 

Equ_ipment 

Camera $16,000 

Vehicle 7,000 

Viewer 36,000 

Edit. Equip. 1,500 $60,500 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 14,080 $14,080 

Processing 5•760 5,760 

Printing 22,400 42•240 22,400 $42,240 

Personnel 

Salary 45,000 45,000 

Expenses 5,000 50,000 5,000 50,000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 600 

Camera $ Pro j. 

Total 
Cost/Mile 

500 i,i00 

$153•840 
$i2o82 

5OO I,I00 

$93,340 
$7°78 

Cost/Km $ 7°97 $ 4°83 
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Table IV- 3 

Modified i/2 Frame 35mm System 
Central Office Only 

First Year Investment Operating Cost for 
Following Years 

Equi P •e n t 

Camera 

Vehicle 

$ 7 500 

7•000 

Viewer 

Edit. Equip. 

4•000 

1,500 $20•000 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 7,040 $ 7 040 

Processing 2•880 2,880 

Printing 5,600 15,520 5•600 $15,520 

Personnel 

Salary 45,000 45•000 

Expenses 5•000 50•000 5,000 50,000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 600 

Camera & Proj• 250 85O 250 85O 

Total •86,370 $66,370 

Cost/Mile $7.20 $5.53 

Cost/Km $4°47 $3°44 
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Table IV-4 

Modified i/2 Frame 35mm System 
Central Office and District Offices 

First Year Investment Operating Cost for 
Following Years 

Equipment. 

Camema $ 7,500 

Vehicle 7,000 

Viewer 36,000 

Edit. Equip. 1,500 $52•000 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 7,040 $ 7,040 

Processing 2•880 2,880 

Printing 11,200 21•120 11,200 $21,120 

Personnel 

Salary 45,000 45•000 

Expenses 5,000 50,000 5,000 50•000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 600 

Camera & Pro j. 5OO 500 i ,iO0 

Total $124,220 $72,220 

Cost/Mile $10.36 $6.02 

Cost/Km $ 6.43 
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Table IV-5 

Typical 35mm System with 16mm Distribution 
Central Office and District Offices 

First Year Investment Operating Cost for 
Following Years 

Equipment 
Camema $16•000 -0- 

Vehicle 7 000 -0- 

Viewer 16,000 -0- 

Edit• Equip. 2,000 $41,000 -0- 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 

Processing 

14,080 $14,080 

5,760 •.-• 5,760 

Printing 16,800 36 640 16,800 $ 36,640 

Personnel 

Salary 45,000 45,000 

Expenses 5,000 50,000 5 000 50,000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 600 

Camera & Pro j. 

Total 

500 i,I00 500 i,I00 

$128•740 $87,740 

Cost/Mile $i0o 73 $7°32 

Cost / Km $6.73 $4•54 
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Typical 16mm System 
Central Office Only 

First Year Investment Operating Cost for 
Following Years 

Equipment_ 

Camera $14,000 

Vehicle 7,000 

Viewer 1,500 

Edit. Equip. 1,000 $23,500 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 4,068 $ 4,068 

Processing 2•760 2,760 

Printing 4,400 Ii 228 4,400 $ii ,228 

Personnel 

Salary 45,000 45,000 

Expenses 5 000 50,000 5 000 50,000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 600 

Camera & Proj. 

Total 

250 85O 

$85•578 

250 85O 

$62,078 

Cost/Mile $7.14 $5.18 

Cost / Km $4.43 $3.22 
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Table IV-7 

Typical 16mm System 
Central Office and District Offices 

First Year Investment Operating Cost for 
Following Years 

Equipment_ 

CamePa $14,000 

Vehicle 7,000 

Viewer 

Edit° Equip. 

13•500 

1,000 $359500 

Film & Service 

Film Purchase 4,068 4,068 

Processing 2,760 2•760 

Printing 8,800 15,628 8,800 $15,628 

Personnel 

Salary 45•000 45•000 

Expenses 5,000 50,000 5,000 50•000 

Maintenance 

Vehicle 600 600 

Camera & Pro j. 5OO i,I00 500 I,i00 

Total 

Cost/Mile 

$102,228 
$8.52 

Co st / Km :$:5,o:29 $3o46 
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